Emma Watson: From House-Elf Rights to Gender Equality
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It is difficult to find a person
who has not heard of Emma Watson. Widely known for her role as
Hermione Granger in the blockbuster Harry Potter movie series,
Watson has been active in other
areas as well, including other
major movie roles and obtaining
her bachelor’s degree in English
literature from Brown University. More recently, she was appointed as a UN Women Goodwill Ambassador and delivered a
speech at the UN Headquarters
in New York City concerning
the UN Women’s “HeForShe”
campaign. She makes multiple
valid points regarding feminism
and, as a public figure, does
well in persuading her audience.
Among the first issues she addresses in the beginning of her
speech are the misconceptions
behind the definition of feminism.
“I was appointed six months

ago [as a UN Women Goodwill
Ambassador] and the more I
have spoken about feminism the
more I have realized that fighting
for women’s rights has too often
become synonymous with manhating,”
Wa t s o n
s a i d .
According to
Watson,
the definition
of feminism is
the belief that
men and
women
have equal rights and opportunities — that political, economic
and social equality exists among
the sexes. Feminism’s meaning
could very well be the definition of gender equality. However, the idea of female em-

Taking Apart
Animal Dissections
FARRAH LUU
Staff Writer
On Sept. 9, a former Newport
Harbor High School (NHHS)
English teacher, Karen Coyne,
filed a lawsuit against the Newport Harbor Unified School
District, stating that administrators retaliated against her public
questioning of whether students
need to dissect cat carcasses.
Coyne asserted that the cat dissections are animal cruelty, and
that it is harming the psychological well-being of her students.
She claims that the district and
several school employees created a hostile environment and
violated her freedom of speech
by transferring her to Costa Mesa
High School without her consent.
Traditionally, frogs, cats and
piglets are all animals used for science class dissections. Dissecting
animals is seen as a useful handson activity for students to apply
what they learn and reinforce
their understanding of anatomy.
However, the question of whether
it should be required for students
and teachers to dissect animals is
a constant debate. Although there
are two sides to the conflict, there
are misconceptions about animal
dissections that affect whether
it is morally right. Students and
teachers should not be forced
into doing animal dissections if
the activity makes them uncomfortable due to moral obligations.
Although Coyne’s free speech

was violated, the lawsuit is unnecessary. Both the district administrators and Coyne should
have approached the situation
in a different way. Instead of
publicly voicing her objections
through a lawsuit, Coyne should
have gone to the administrators to
discuss the problem and any misunderstandings she might have
had about the cat dissections.
One popular misconception engendering discomfort among students and educators is that animals
are bred solely for the purpose of
dissections. However, at NHHS,
the cats used for dissections
are sold to the school from the
pound, according to OCRegister.
Also, students are not aware
of options to partake in an alternative since teachers are not
required to inform their students
according to California Education Code 32255. Some choices
include online dissections or
building a model of the animal’s
anatomy. Even if students do not
request it, teachers should still
keep this information transparent.
Ultimately, animal dissections have been a major part of
science classes, but they should
not be mandated for teachers
and students to fulfill if it makes
them uncomfortable. Lawsuits
should not be filed due to misconceptions of curriculum, or
as a result of the lack of communication between teachers,
students and administrators.
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powerment still exists because
gender equality does not exist,
and women, in particular, have
received the short end of the stick.
Along with misconceptions,
Watson also brings up the negative effects of
gender stereotypes. In
her speech,
Watson not
only ties in
her personal
experience,
but also the
male
perspective as
well. Female
friends were
pressured to
not look muscular or anything
consistent with being manly;
male friends were pressured to
hide their insecurities or anything
consistent with being girly. Not
only are these stereotypes further
enforcing a gap between gen-

ders, but they also force people
to emulate a gender-specific image instead of expressing their
true interests. These pressures
are detrimental and contribute to
extreme mental illnesses. Many
may develop eating disorders to
change their body and even attempt suicide, because they do
not fit in with what society expects of them, when society itself
should change its expectations.
Last, but definitely not least,
Watson addresses the main point
for the “HeForShe” campaign
— men need to be feminists too.
Women can do their part by fighting against inequality, but if the
oppressor continues to oppress,
no progress will be made. Without
any action taken, unequal wages,
child marriage and unequal education will continue. Men and
women will continue to be boxed
into dehumanizing stereotypes.
In order for change to occur,
both parties need to take part.

Virtual Gold for Sale, Only $46,000
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Nowadays, the one product
most people have in common is
a smartphone. Everywhere we
look, we see Apple, Android and
Windows phones, just to name a
few. With this much technology
at everyone’s disposal, it is easy
to get carried away and continuously search for new apps that
can be downloaded. Once that
one particularly addicting app is
found it is difficult to stop playing since it only costs “$0.99 for
5 more lives.” Then the cycle
of giving money to a game that
can be played for free starts.
In October, this happened
to a 15-year-old boy in Belgium. The teen bought roughly
9,200,000 virtual gold pieces on
Game of War: Fire Age, which
ran up his parent’s bill 37,000
€ (about $46,000), according
to Yahoo News. According to
the Office of University Publications, an entire year at the
University of Southern California (USC) costs equivalent to
$46,000. With all the money the

teen used, he could have paid
for a year at college rather than
just fake gold. It is understandable that parents trust their kids
with credit card information, but
sometimes they need to take precautions with sharing financial
details. Teens need to realize that
money is too valuable to use for
online games and virtual lives.
This case is very extreme, but
it does happen on a smaller scale
to families that might not have
the money to pay for it, emphasizing kids’ flippant attitude
towards their parents’ money.
Kids see money but they do not
see the hard work it takes to earn
it. In order to put a stop to kids’
potentially reckless gaming activity, parents should pay more
attention to what their children
are doing and not let them wander off too much into virtual
worlds. Children should be able
to explore the world of technology they live in today, but
that does not mean that parents
should experience panic when
their statement comes back
with an unimaginable balance.
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Aigat
Your Back
‘Undeclared’ is the
New Black
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“What’s your major going
to be?” Approximately three
months of school have passed
and I’m already tired of hearing
that question — not because it
is annoying, but because I do
not have an answer. After telling
the inquirer that “I don’t know,”
I feel this wave of judgment
pass over me. After being at the
brunt of this as well as burdening myself with my own judgments for half a semester, I have
come to the conclusion that being undecided at this point in
my life will not affect my future.
Why is applying to colleges
with an undeclared major such
a bad thing, anyway? Some
seem to equate this crime with
laziness or lack of commitment,
which may be why my inquirers are so shocked to find that
I, a seemingly hard-working
student, also fit under that umbrella of indecision. However,
checking the “Undeclared” box
does not indicate lack of commitment. Maybe it just means
that I am not experienced
enough to know what I want to
pursue for the rest of my life, or
that I am open to a number of
options. Besides, if those who
declare a major are so committed, why do about 80 percent
of students change their major
at least once before graduation, according to the National
Center for Education Statistics?
So, to that one friend who is
trying to solve this “problem”
by telling me that I should just
pursue whatever my parents
want me to: being indecisive
about my future at 17 is not a
crime. Maybe those who are undecided did not experience the
epiphany moment that you did
nor do they share your dreams.
Maybe you will also be indecisive at one point in your life.

